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‘Wildhaven’ is nestled in the hills of Whakamaramara Road in the Bay of
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Plenty. It is a recently rebuilt B&B with its own sense of space and time.
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In a park-like setting of spacious lawns and gracious mature trees,

building. I’ve got to say it was a bit of an eyesore! At first we did

Wildhaven enjoys elevated uninterrupted views of Tauranga and

some concept plans for a separate stand-alone contemporary house,

Mount Maunganui.

and were just going to freshen up the structure. This soon took over
as the primary focus.

Whitehaven’s origins stretch back some 100 years when this building
started life as horse stables. Numerous and varied transformations

What used to occupy the site?

were undertaken over the years before the current owners enlisted

It was the original horse stables, later turned into a house with

the help of local Architectural Designer, Brendon Gordon, to breathe

varying renovations along the way.

some much needed new life into the old house. This required being
sympathetic to the history of this wonderful site.

What exterior cladding materials did you choose and why?
The owners emigrated from the UK and had very traditional tastes

I talked to Brendon about the design process.

so that dictated what materials we chose. Their pick was cedar
weatherboards with traditional facing boards with attention to

What was the client’s brief to you?

geometry and proportion to create elegance and timelessness.

The design brief was to tidy and open it up - create open living areas
and private spaces that linked the outdoor room on the northern

Who chose the bright colours?

face with the heated swimming pool below. We wanted to maximise

That was the owners. The weatherboards came pre-painted and were

natural light as much as possible and capture the great views.

toned down a little with the final coat of paint. I was a bit surprised

We also needed to create new private sleeping spaces downstairs.

when I first saw the colour but it has grown on me and works

The KISS philosophy was utilised to the utmost -

perfectly with the contrasting leafy colours!

‘Keep It Simple Stupid!’
How many outdoor zones are there and how do they all work?
What key elements drove the design?

There is the main sheltered outdoor space at the front for the

The design was contexturally to respect the existing dwelling.

morning sun and to capture the views, and an evening deck to

although we didn’t end up retaining much in the final design. We

capture the last of the light. It is important in a design to have

wanted to create symmetry by adjusting proportions appropriate

surprises - everything is not immediately obvious. This deck offers

to the architectural language of the building First and foremost, I

a completely different feeling looking out onto the garden and trees

wanted to deliver a contextural response to the setting. When I first

and is a real sun-trap.
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drove up the owners had already started stripping back the existing
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SHAW BUILDERS
P 07 575 9560 / www.shawbuilders.co.nz
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In a sea of local builders, it can be hard for clients to know who to choose. Shaw
Builders are an experienced award-winning team with a strong work ethic, a passion
and flair with enthusiasm for building. Shaw Builders commitment to excellence is
reinforced with their 33 awards in the last five years, including two Supreme Awards,
in the Master Builders ‘House Of The Year’ competitions.

COASTAL TILING LTD
P 027 288 7755 / 07 575 5237 / coastaltiling@slingshot.co.nz
Coastal Tiling achieve the finest results with mediums such as granite, marble,
travertine, natural stone pebble, porcelain, ceramic and strip cladding. Well honed
skills and experience enables them to also apply expertise in waterproofing systems,
substrate preparation, tile laying, profile cutting, internal and external stone features
and stone shaping. Their ability to transform any space, indoor or outdoor, produces
deserved satisfaction.

ROOFING SYSTEMS
Unit 5, 20 Owens Place, Mt Maunganui / P 07 574 7058 / www.roofingsystems.co.nz
Roofing Systems is a local ‘supply and install’ roofing company based at Mount
Maunganui. They use products from Roofman, another local firm, manufacturers of
long-run metal roofing, cladding, flashings and Rainwater Systems.
Roofing Systems prides themselves on the expertise of their staff, and in being able
to provide the service that the Bay of Plenty’s top architects and builders require.

PLACEMAKERS
25 MacDonald Street, Mt Maunganui / P 07 575 4009 / www.placemakers.co.nz
PlaceMakers are the supplier of choice for David Shaw Builders and only ever supply
proven, known, top quality products. Materials were supplied from conception and
throughout construction to the finishing touches. These included Deco internal doors and
Western red cedar weatherboard. Expert knowledge and advice from Placemakers was
always available when needed.
What aspects of the exterior are you most proud of?
I actually like the fact that we have been able to achieve some elevation, but also have a flat
space coming off the second storey and living area opening out onto the front lawn. It gives
the impression that the house in hunkered into a hillside and works really well.
How was the internal design approached?

AMP’T ELECTRICAL
PO Box 4376, Mt Maunganui / P 0508 2 B AMPT / www.amptelectrical.co.nz

‘

It was quite simple really. Unlike many old houses that have a lot of small spaces, we wanted
to create a large space which fed the rooms off it. The kitchen is the hub - the social centre
where the house is enjoyed. It does a great job of linking all the other spaces around it.
This is considered design.

Amp’T Electrical was established in 2006 with a commitment to delivering excellence and
flexibility within the electrical industry. Amp’T Electrical has successfully worked on a vast
range of commercial and residential projects where we have developed an outstanding
reputation for quality workmanship, reliability and customer satisfaction.

What internal aspects pleased you especially?
Two things really; I really like the old original Rimu floorboards that we were able to use.
They brings together a nice blend of old versus new. Secondly the big aperture windows’
slider that opens up the view. Looking back from the kitchen towards the Mount there is a
stunning framed landscape which would be as good as it gets I reckon.
The client has furnished the house superbly with their collection of antiques, artworks, and
furnishings which bring a nice balance of old and new, with the building creating a backdrop
or gallery.
Final comments?
I think praise where it’s due and that is to the Shaw Builders’ team who did a stunning job
working with an enthusiastic owner who was never short of ideas. The house proves that

1.

When building, Top Flyte should be the first stop for anything relating to stairs,
comfortable in the knowledge that you are dealing with skilled, experienced craftsmen.
Their team keep themselves at the cutting edge of contemporary design and production
methods with pride of workmanship reminiscent of a bygone era. For that special
staircase, original and unique, Top Flyte is the company to contact.

uno

done well, a bit of the old and a bit of the new can work in harmony.

TOP FLYTE
8 Cypress Street, Judea, Tauranga / FP 0800 867 359 / P 07 578 1414 /
www.topflyte.co.nz
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